The characteristics of time-driven simulation are a fixed-size simulation step and a fixed-size communication interval \[[@B1]\]. The former defines update-and-check points, which are the discrete points in time when all neurons update their state variables and check for a super-threshold membrane potential. The latter defines the discrete points in time when all neurons communicate their spikes. The communication interval is a multiple of the simulation step size and limited only by the minimum synaptic transmission delay in the network.

The time-driven environment of the simulator NEST \[[@B2]\] provides an \'on-grid\' and an \'off-grid\' framework that handle spikes differently. In the on-grid framework, spikes are incorporated, detected and emitted only at the pre-defined update-and-check points. In the off-grid framework, spikes can be incorporated and emitted at any point in time \[[@B3]\]. For each neuron the arrival times of incoming spikes introduce additional update-and-check points. Hence, the simulation step can be increased up to the size of the communication interval. The detection of a threshold crossing can only take place at a check point, but the timing of the referring spike is estimated with precision limited only by the limits of double representation.

In general, a time-driven simulator that supports the off-grid framework performs neural network simulations with the same precision and faster than an event-driven simulator \[[@B4]\]. However, time-driven simulation still bears the risk of missing a threshold crossing as a very brief excursion of the membrane potential above threshold may not be detected at the next check point. In the off-grid framework, this problem is more pronounced in networks with low connectivity and strong coupling as well as in the case of low firing rates. The on-grid framework is even more affected due to fewer check points and the synchronized arrival of spikes.

Here, we present algorithms which are guaranteed to detect all threshold crossings by supplementing the standard test for a super-threshold membrane potential at each check point and that exploit the information about the neuronal state at nearby check points. These additional tests need to be invoked whenever the membrane potential is sub-threshold, which means at virtually all check points. We develop sub-tests of increasing complexity and specificity, starting with simple sifting methods and ending up with a complex expression that faithfully indicates the existence of a threshold crossing between the last and the current check point. An analysis of the test specificities and computational costs results in a cascade of tests which locates all threshold crossings at a low computational cost.
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